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INTERACTIVE ELECTRONIC MAIL 
Bradley E. Mergy 
Sponsor: Beomjin Kim 
Department of Computer Science 
With the advances in technology and with the common use of electronic mail (e-mail), we have 
developed an application that allows a user to interactively view their e-mail. In the existing e­
mail applications, the user can only view their e-mail in a passive text mode. With our system, 
the user can see their e-mail based on the text mode, but also based on images that are generated 
from given text. This graphics-based text representation will help a user who can see their 
- lengthy text-based information at a glance and can more easily understand their delivered 
information. Moreover, by providing various information viewing methods, the user plays an 
active role to see their information (see the information based on his/her preference), instead of a . 
passive role in the existing e-mail applications. 
This application can be applicable to various cases around our life. For this presentation, we 
applied our idea to two commonly used events, a student grade reporting system and a monthly 
phone billing system. The server side application will collect information from a Database and 
generate a text-based packet. The packet is attached with e-mail and delivered to the user over 
the Internet. With the provided client side application (either application or Java Applet), the 
user can manipulate the packet information and see the contents with their preferences. In the 
monthly phone billing system, a customer can filter out unconcerned detail billing information 
and also see their phone usage with more easily understandable graph form. Our application has 
simulated the above two cases with custom developed software that was written with the Java 
programming language along with the Microsoft Access database. 
The application gives more information viewing flexibility to the user. By interfacing our 
-

application to existing document generating system, our method will save labor and time. 
Equally important, the application will save costs and help environmental issues by reducing 
wasted paper and postage. 
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